
I've attached my session notes and copies of handouts to this. The following is a summary of notes and observations:

Although we've scheduled a development session for the 10th and 11th of October, we need to be more proactive
in moving our LSC to Level 2 and expanding the involvement of members. The LSC development cpommittee has a
number of tools being introduced that will assist us (along with on-site visits). All board members should take the
board orientation online course on the USA Swimming website. There's also a Board Orientation workshop. Along

with this, there will be a dropbox location setup with best practices. We need to set an aggressive pace in
improving our general operations and so all board members and interested club members should take advantage
of these tools.

There are promotions, tools and best practices for improving and recognizing volunteers within our swimming
community. We should set up a task force within the LSC (not just board members) to do this.

We need to review and update our LSC bylaws and policies to align with best practices and legislated

requirements. This needs to be an annual process implemented after the convention to review and provide an
impact statement of new NGB legislation. Given that the HOD meets (typically) shortly after convention, any
resultant changes would be items for the next Spring HoD - unless there is a mandatory requirement prior to that
HoD in which case it will have to be brought to the fall HoD as a special circumstance.

We need to improve our athlete participation in governance - Curt and I discussed his ideas around encourage

athlete participation through opportunities for training (USAS sponsored camps) and scholarships for post-high
school. We will try and elaborate on these as we develop our LSC strategies.

Now that we've re-upped on our LEAP 1 certification, we need to aggressively work toward achieving LEAP 2
before the end of this fiscal year in concert with our LSC development process. This will not only provide us with a
better structure for supporting members, but will also provide funding from USAS (50c per athlete for LEAP 2, $1

per athlete for LEAP 3).

LSC Governance and Development

There is a workshop in Denver in April 2016 for General Chairs, registration chairs, safe sport chairs and time
verification officers. We need to send our reps to this workshop.

There is activity to provide best practices for outreach non-athlete members - not leaving everything to the clubs.

Updates to SWIMS will allow a breakout of non-athlete members and there will be reminders now set to email
60/30 days etc. prior to expirations. There is also a project for an overarching data validation between USA
Swimming down to the clubs for times, member info etc. This requires interfaces between SWIMS and vendor
systems [didn't talk about any clubs that may maintain data in excel] such as Hytek, TeamUnify etc. (there's 6
recognized competing software solutions).

Registration/Membership

One item affecting swim meets - no timing adjustments for lane malfunctions as of May 1st. The online training
will be updated but we will need at least an online clinic for Admins and Head timing judges.

LSC bylaws are to be updated to make clear that all LSC committees are to include at least 20% (voting)
membership from athletes.

Rules and Regulations

Nothing really contentious. Most of the changes were cleaning up of the Zone policies and procedures. The
locations for next years Zone meets were approved (up on the website) and Iowa was one of the LSCs required to
confirm its BOR and Sanction Appeals Board to start the rotation (they were introduced last year). I reconfirmed
our current members.

Zone Meeting

Overall I would say that this was the "least contentious" convention I have attended but I'd like to see us (the Iowa
LSC) increase our participation at the Zone and LSC governance level including athletes. I appreciate the
opportunity to attend and represent Iowa.

Summary
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Respectfully
Phil Barnes

Notes and Handouts: - Most handouts are available from the USA Swimming website. Attached are my notes and copies
of some of the handouts I received.
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